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Introduction
The purpose of this Manual is to serve as a resource for Transit Committee members and all
participants in the PACTS transit planning process regarding the policies and procedures of the
Transit Committee. This document complements the rules set forth in the PACTS Bylaws.
We begin with an overview of the PACTS committee structure and the roles and responsibilities
of the PACTS Transit Committee.

1.1 PACTS Committees Overview
•

There are five PACTS standing committees: Policy, Technical, Planning, Transit and
Executive. They were each established in 1975, 1975, 1995, 2004 and 2008
respectively.

•

See the PACTS bylaws for the functions of each committee.

•

The Policy Committee is the MPO according to the Federal Transit and Highway
Administrations. PACTS bylaws describe the significant responsibilities that the
Policy Committee has delegated to the PACTS Executive Committee.

•

All recommendations sent to the Policy Committee go through the Executive
Committee.

•

The Transit Committee is represented on the Policy, Executive, Technical and
Planning Committees.

•

The Transit Committee meets periodically in joint session with the Planning
Committee in order to discuss topics of mutual interest.

•

The Transit Committee is represented on the “TIP Process Committee” which is
convened biennially to review and recommend updates to the PACTS TIP Policies
and Procedures.

•

The five PACTS standing committees are governed by the PACTS bylaws. Those
committees follow the current edition of Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised in
their meetings for all matters not covered in the bylaws.

1.1.1 Roles and Responsibilities of the Transit Committee
Excerpted from the PACTS bylaws, below are the Transit Committee’s roles and
responsibilities:
1. Advise the Executive Committee on strategic public passenger transit issues, in
support of the principles outlined in the long range transportation plan for the
region.
2. Develop and recommend to the Policy Committee a set of transit planning and
programming policies and procedures for incorporation into the PACTS TIP
Policies and Procedures document.
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3. Update the PACTS Six Year Transit Capital and Operating Plan and send it to the
Executive Committee for adoption.
4. Authorize the FTA-required Split Letters regarding the sub-allocation of FTA
formula funds before the transit agencies send the Split Letters to MaineDOT and
FTA.
5. Recommend amendments to the PACTS Transportation Improvement Program to
the Executive Committee regarding the allocation of FTA formula funds.
6. Select representatives to the Policy Committee, the Technical Committee, the
Planning Committee and the Executive Committee. The representatives shall
serve for two years, and may serve successive terms.
The Transit Committee is composed of the region’s seven transit
agencies, a MaineDOT representative, a Maine Turnpike
Authority representative, two appointees appointed by the
PACTS Executive Committee, an appointee from the PACTS
Planning Committee, and a private transportation seat. Executive
Committee appointees are intended to provide the Transit
Committee with more broad-based representation from the
general public and business community. Current transit agency
board members are not eligible for Executive Committee
appointment to the Transit Committee.
GPCOG staffs the Transit Committee.

Table 1: Transit
Committee Membership
CBITD
Metro
NNEPRA
RTP
Shuttlebus ZOOM
SPBS
YCCAC
MaineDOT
Maine Turnpike
Planning Com. Rep.
Exec. Com. Appointee 1
Exec. Com. Appointee 2
Private Sector

In 2017 the Transit Committee established a Transit Committee
Workshop process in order that the work which had been done by
the Transit Operations Working Group be done in the future in
Transit Committee workshop format in order to satisfy public
meeting requirements and to align with the PACTS Bylaws and the structure of other PACTS
committees. The new process works as follows:
1. Transit Committee Workshop meetings provide an opportunity for Committee
members and staff to address specific topics in greater detail than is typical at full
Transit Committee meetings.

2. All members of the Transit Committee are invited (but not expected) to attend
Workshop meetings, and the PACTS Transit Committee Interested Parties email list is
notified. All meeting packets and background materials are posted to the Transit
Committee page of the PACTS website in advance of meetings. These meetings are
open to the public, and comments will be accepted during the public comment agenda
item. Transit Committee Workshops are held on an as-needed basis.
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3. The Transit Committee Workshop is not a decision-making body. Transit Committee
Workshop meeting participants may make recommendations relating to specific
topics to the full Transit Committee. These recommendations may be advanced by
discussion, straw-poll or informal consensus. The Transit Committee Workshop is not
empowered to take formal actions or make decisions on behalf of, or in addition to,
the full Transit Committee. As such, quorum requirements do not apply to Workshop
meetings, and formal meeting minutes are not taken at or adopted by the Workshop.
Transit Committee Workshop meetings are not subject to Robert's Rules of Order.
4. The Transit Committee follows a monthly meeting schedule, but meets on an asneeded basis. If a Transit Committee meeting is not needed, a Transit Committee
Workshop meeting may held in its place.
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Table 2: Key Responsibilities of the Transit Committee
These responsibilities are also summarized in the Transit Committee's Biennial Calendar.

FTA Capital and Operations Allocations
1

2

3
4

Develop and recommend adoption of the Six Year Capital and Operations Plan by the
PACTS Executive Committee. (Note that the subsequent signing of the split letter is
not a Transit Committee function, but rather a function of the Designated Recipient
transit agencies. Note also that the Policy Committee programs the annual FTA
formula funds in the PACTS TIP, and the Executive Committee amends the PACTS TIP
throughout the balance of the year.)
Develop and amend the Regionally Administered Discretionary (RAD) program.
Approve the addition of new RAD projects into the SYCOP as part of the SYCOP update
process. (Note that a subsequent TIP amendment by the Executive Committee is
needed.)
Recommend transit TIP Amendments to be approved by the Executive Committee.
Provide input to staff and the Executive Committee regarding the selection of FHWAfunded PACTS transit applications. This also includes the allocation of the ten "Transit
Committee" points.

Unified Planning Work Program
1
2
3
4
5
6

Develop recommendations for FTA-funded planning work for approval by the
Executive Committee in the next UPWP.
Review proposals for transit studies and other projects to be done during the
biennium.
Monitor progress of the UPWP work done by staff and consultants.
Recommend UPWP amendments to the Executive Committee.
Develop the Regional Transit Development Plan and support transit agencies to
create a more seamless network.
Establish planning project-specific implementation sub-committees as needed to
guide the implementation of specific projects, and empower those subcommittees to
make implementation decisions in place of the Transit Committee.

Other
1
2
3
4
5

Provide direction to staff during implementation of regional capital projects such as
the regional bus stops and shelters improvement project.
Provide input to the development of and recommendations in the PACTS long range
regional transportation plan.
Appoint Transit Committee representatives to the Policy, Executive, Planning and
Technical Committees.
Provide input to the Executive Committee regarding the selection of Executive
Committee appointees to the Transit Committee.
Share information at meetings about federal and state policies and regulations.
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Transit Committee Role in Planning and Programming
This section describes the Transit Committee’s role in developing the region’s federally-required
planning documents and in programming funds for public transportation.

1.2 PACTS Long Range Transportation Plan
The federal MPO regulations require that PACTS adopt a long range regional transportation plan
and update it every four years. The 2016 update of the PACTS plan is called Destination 2040.
The Transit Committee provided input on the transit-oriented analysis and recommendations
during the development of Destination 2040. While most of the recommendations are meant to
be implemented during the next five to ten years, some of them are long term concepts that may
take longer to implement. Also, some of the recommendations are for studies to be done during
the next several years.
In 2020, GPCOG will begin to update the long range plan for adoption in 2022. The process will
be led by PACTS staff and advised by a special long range plan update committee composed of
members from all PACTS committees.
1.2.1 UPWP Introduction
The PACTS Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) (available here) is a two-year scope and
budget for the region’s transportation planning and administration work which is done by
GPCOG staff, and consultants. The work done under the auspices of the UPWP is:
•
•
•
•
•

Perform studies of regional transportation needs and opportunities.
Coordinate with the MaineDOT and Turnpike Authority on major regional studies
and programs.
Program Federal Transit and Highway Administration project funds in the
region’s Transportation Improvement Program.
Serve as a regional forum on transportation and related topics.
Develop a regional transportation plan which forecasts needs for the region and
establishes goals and strategies designed to address future and current needs.

The Policy Committee sets the overall strategic direction for the UPWP. For instance, here is the
strategic direction adopted for the 2018/2019 UPWP:
To help to advance the recommendations in our Destination 2040 Plan:
•

To increase the technical capacity of PACTS staff (became GPCOG staff in January 2018)
regarding pavement management, traffic signal management, transportation
performance measuring and development of bicycle/pedestrian plans and projects.
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•
•
•
•

To begin implementation of the adopted recommendations in our 2017 Regional
Transit Development Plan Phase 1, and to develop an aspirational longer term
Regional Transit Plan Phase 2.
To continue to develop and pursue strategies to lower the cost of capital projects.
To integrate key transportation and land-use plans to preserve the long-term capacity
of the region's transportation assets.
To develop a priority list of regional transportation projects that would inform the
Policy Committee when developing recommendations to pursue funding
opportunities in the event that Congress substantially increases federal transportation
funding.

Similar to the Policy Committee’s direction above, in June 2017 the Transit Committee endorsed
these UPWP themes.
1. To provide coordination, administration and regulatory compliance of federal
transit funding for the PACTS region (developing and updating the UPWP,
Transportation Improvement Program, Six Year Capital and Operating Plan,
facilitating the “split” of Federal FTA funding, etc.) as well as providing Transit
Committee staff support, and other related sub-tasks.
2. To advance and continually improve our region’s public transportation network so
that transit customers experience a seamless, efficient, environmentally sustainable,
and affordable service. Activities for 2018 and 2019 will include:
a. implementation of the 2017 Regional Transit Development Plan (Phase 1);
b. the development of an aspirational longer term Regional Transit Plan (Phase 2)
with the focus on and involvement of all seven of the region’s public transit
agencies; and
c. further development and implementation of the Regional Transit Stop Access
and Regional Sign & Shelter Projects.
3. To support transit ridership growth through land use planning. Transit-supportive
land uses will be fostered along the travel corridors and centers of opportunity from
the Destination 2040 plan, as well as major bus, train and ferry stations and stops,
and any other priority areas identified by the Regional Transit Plan. The goal of this
targeted transit-supportive land use planning with be growing the region’s jobs and
homes around existing and future transit service, supporting mode shift to transit,
bicycle and pedestrian-based transportation, and preserving the capacity of the road
network.
4. To continue to support the reduction of transportation-related emissions and
petroleum consumption (with a particular focus on PACTS municipal and transit
fleets) through the Maine Clean Communities program.
5. To continue to provide basic, limited transit-related Technical Support, such as
project or agency-specific Mapping and GIS assistance.
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The Executive Committee develops the final draft two-year UPWP and submits a draft final
version to the Policy Committee for ratification. During UPWP development the Transit,
Technical and Planning Committees offer recommendations to the Executive Committee
regarding the scopes of studies to be done.
1.2.2 UPWP Funding Sources
The UPWP is funded 80% with FHWA and FTA planning funds, and with match provided by
MaineDOT, GPCOG, transit agencies and municipalities. The FHWA “Metropolitan Planning”
funds are appropriated to each state by Congress using a formula. MaineDOT sub-allocates the
FHWA funds to Maine’s four MPOs using a formula developed years ago by MaineDOT and the
MPOs.
FTA funding for transit planning comes from the FTA 5303 and 5307 programs:
•
•

FTA 5303 funding is for metropolitan transit planning. PACTS uses these funds for
regional transit planning purposes rather than for transit agency-specific planning.
FTA 5307 money can be used for capital, operations, ADA-paratransit support, or
planning. PACTS uses these funds for transit agency-specific planning.

Historically GPCOG has provided the matching funds for all FTA 5303 planning projects that
utilize GPCOG staff or consultants. The transit agencies provide the match for planning work
paid for with FTA 5307 funds.
Beginning with the 2018/2019 Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP), the PACTS Transit
Agencies will be collectively responsible for providing local match for 5303-funded project
consultants. GPCOG will continue to provide the local match for all GPCOG staff time
associated with 5303-funded UPWP work. The proportion of total local match that each agency
will be responsible for shall be determined on a project-by-project basis, and include
consideration of whether that agency and the area it serves will be involved with, and/or benefit
from, the project. The PACTS Transit Committee is responsible for approving the proposed local
match division and responsibility among each agency for each project.
1.2.3 Roles during the Development of the UPWP
These people, organizations and committees have the following roles in the development of the
UPWP.
•

Municipalities
1. Submit applications for consultant studies to be done.

•

Executive Committee
1. Recommend to the Policy Committee a “strategic direction” for the
upcoming UPWP.
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2. Review and comment on GPCOG staff’s draft work plan and budget for the
two years.
3. Submit a final draft UPWP to the Policy Committee for ratification.
•

Policy Committee
1. Adopt a “strategic direction” for the upcoming UPWP.
2. Establish a budget framework for regional and local planning efforts.
3. Review and comment on UPWP development progress reports.
4. Ratify the Executive Committee’s draft UPWP.

•

Transit Committee
1. All members may submit proposals for new FTA 5303-funded studies. When
appropriate and feasible, the Transit Committee will meet with Planning and
Technical Committees to collaborate.
2. Develop and recommend to the Executive Committee a “strategic direction”
for the transit-related portion of the upcoming UPWP.
3. Review and comment on GPCOG staff’s transit portion of the draft work
plan and budget for the two years.
4. Recommend a set of FTA 5307-funded studies to be funded to the Executive
Committee.

•

Planning Committee
1. Suggest proposals for new studies. When appropriate and feasible, the
Committee will meet with Technical or Transit Committee to collaborate.
2. Review staff’s scores of local and regional study proposals (FHWA-funded ones
only), and recommend a set of studies to be funded to the Executive Committee.

•

Technical Committee
1. Suggest proposals for new studies. When appropriate and feasible, the
Committee will meet with Planning or Transit Committee to collaborate.
2. Review and comment on staff proposals for regional studies.

•

GPCOG Staff
1. Lead the overall development of the UPWP, and coordinate with all parties
involved in the efforts listed below.
2. Work with the Transit Committee to develop the FTA-funded portion of the UPWP.
Please note that we also coordinate with SMPDC staff in the development of the
UPWP.
3. Recommend a set of regionally significant studies.
4. Solicit and consider public comments.
5. Produce the draft UPWP document, and submit it to MaineDOT for review.
Respond to the comments from MaineDOT, FHWA and FTA, and then submit a
final UPWP to MaineDOT.
6. Sign a UPWP Cooperative Agreement with MaineDOT.
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1.2.4 Schedule for Development of the UPWP
GPCOG staff creates the schedule for the development of the next UPWP in the beginning of the
second year of the existing UPWP.
1.2.5 Monitoring UPWP Activities
MaineDOT requires that PACTS (and all MPOs) send draft UPWP planning study reports to
MaineDOT for review/edit in the fall of the second year of the UPWP biennium.
1.2.6 UPWP Amendments and Revisions
UPWP amendments are modifications that:
•
•
•

Change the FHWA/FTA approved total PL/Section 5303 budget, or
Change the scope of the FHWA/FTA work task(s), or
Add or delete a work task or tasks.

The Transit Committee recommends transit-related UPWP amendments to the Executive
Committee for action. The Executive Committee has the final PACTS authority to amend the
UPWP. PACTS staff sends the UPWP amendments to MaineDOT which then forwards them to
FTA and FHWA for concurrence. MaineDOT is responsible for securing that concurrence and
reporting back to PACTS.
UPWP revisions are modifications that:
•
•
•

Change the budgets for one or more individual tasks in the approved UPWP, but
Do not change the total FHWA PL or FTA Section 5303 budgets in the UPWP, and
Do not change the scopes of the FHWA or FTA funded task(s).

Revisions are forwarded to MaineDOT’s MPO Coordinator, who submits them to the FHWA
Division Planner and the FTA Region I Planner, as appropriate, for their information (not
approval).
1.2.7 UPWP Revision Process & Responsibilities
The following outlines the actual steps that Transit Agencies, PACTS Committees, GPCOG
Staff, and MaineDOT take during the transit UPWP Amendment/Revision process.
1. Staff from MaineDOT, PACTS or a transit agency identify the need for a transit UPWP
revision, and notify the GPCOG Clean Transportation Manager.
2. The GPCOG Clean Transportation Manager reviews UPWP guidelines under 1.2.6
above, and determines whether the revision should be completed as a UPWP Amendment
or Revision (additional steps below based on revision type).
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UPWP Amendment
3. GPCOG staff prepares the draft amendment approval request, and shares the draft with
MaineDOT, the Transit Committee chair and vice-chair, any affected transit agencies,
and the GPCOG Transportation Director, for review and any necessary revisions.
4. GPCOG staff will bring the amendment approval request to the Transit Committee for
their review, and seek a recommendation from the Transit Committee to the Executive
Committee for their approval.*
*Note – this step may be skipped if the amendment approval process must be
expedited, and with the permission of the Transit Committee chair and vice-chair.
5. GPCOG staff will bring the amendment approval request to the Executive Committee for
their review and approval.
6. Following Executive Committee approval, GPCOG staff will formally submit all
necessary UPWP Amendment documentation to MaineDOT (along with the Transit
Committee chair and vice-chair, and any affected transit agencies). GPCOG staff will
also post all documentation to the PACTS website.
7. MaineDOT staff will submit the amendment request it to FTA staff for their approval
(along with the Transit Committee chair and vice-chair, any affected transit agencies, and
the GPCOG Transportation Director and Clean Transportation Manager).
8. Once approved, FTA staff will notify all affected parties, and PACTS transit agencies
may submit or modify related grants with FTA (as needed).
UPWP Revision
3. GPCOG staff prepares the draft revision approval request, and shares the draft with
MaineDOT, the Transit Committee chair and vice-chair, any affected transit agencies,
and the GPCOG Transportation Director, for review and any necessary revisions.
4. GPCOG staff will bring the revision approval request to the Transit Committee for their
review, and seek a recommendation from the Transit Committee to the Executive
Committee for their approval.*
*Note – this step may be skipped if the revision approval process must be expedited,
and with the permission of the Transit Committee chair and vice-chair.
5. GPCOG staff will bring the revision approval request to the Executive Committee for
their review and approval.
6. Following Executive Committee approval, GPCOG staff will formally submit all
necessary UPWP revision documentation to MaineDOT (along with the Transit
Committee chair and vice-chair, and any affected transit agencies). GPCOG staff will
also post all documentation to the PACTS website.
7. MaineDOT staff will submit the amendment request it to FTA staff for their information
(along with the Transit Committee chair and vice-chair, any affected transit agencies, and
the GPCOG Transportation Director and Clean Transportation Manager).
*Note - by their nature, UPWP revisions do not require federal agency approval.
Therefore, once MaineDOT has submitted their UPWP revision, PACTS transit
agencies may submit or modify related grants with FTA.
1.2.8 Consultant Study Selection and Administration
The administration of FTA-5303-funded consultant transit studies funded through the UPWP
involves many steps. Here are the key ones:
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•
•

•
•

The Transit Committee approves a consultant selection process on a case by case basis,
which includes a selection committee who decides the ranking of consultants, and then
GPCOG follows the guidance and makes the final selection and negotiates a contract.
GPCOG drafts a consultant contract (which includes a lot of language required by FTA
and/or MaineDOT) and sends it to the consultant. After the consultant and GPCOG
staff agree on the terms, GPCOG sends it to MaineDOT for a final sign off. After
MaineDOT concurrence, the GPCOG Executive Director and the chosen consultant
sign the contract.
Consultants submitting invoices and progress reports to GPCOG. GPCOG staff
advises the Transit Committee of costs to date.
GPCOG sends invoices to MaineDOT for payment of the federal share of each invoice.
GPCOG pays the consultant after payment by MaineDOT.

1.3 Transportation Improvement Program
In 1975, Congress gave PACTS the responsibility to program FTA and FHWA funds in
cooperation with MaineDOT. Programming is the decision to fund a project for design and/or
construction, or for federal transit operating assistance. This is accomplished when PACTS
submits to the FTA and FHWA (via MaineDOT) the PACTS Transportation Improvement
Program that lists all federally-funded projects programmed by PACTS and MaineDOT in our
region. The federal agencies may not release the federal funds for any of the projects without this
support from PACTS. PACTS and MaineDOT produce the PACTS TIP annually and amend it
periodically.
All federally-funded transit-related projects (funded by FTA or FHWA) can be implemented
anywhere within the service area of the region’s transit agencies. (All other FHWA projects in
the TIP must be within the PACTS Capital Management Area. The current PACTS Capital
Management Area map (see Appendix E) was endorsed by the Policy Committee in 2014.)
Please note also that every January MaineDOT produces a statewide “Work Plan” that specifies
capital projects scheduled for design or construction that year, plus additional projects planned to
be designed or built in the subsequent two years. This document includes FTA-funded capital
projects and MPO Allocation projects already programmed by the PACTS Policy Committee.
MaineDOT’s objective with this document is to inform the Legislature, contractors and all other
stakeholders of the funding and scheduling of these projects – this is not a federal document like
those described below.
Every two years the Policy Committee updates the PACTS policies and procedures for selection
of “MPO Allocation” and FTA-funded projects. For instance, in 2016 the Policy Committee
adopted the Transportation Improvement Program Policies and Procedures for 2017 and 2018.
This document details programming policies, project management policies, FTA funding, and
coordination with MaineDOT and the Maine Turnpike Authority. In 2017 PACTS used this
document for the selection of 2020 and 2021 projects.
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PACTS will add the detailed programming elements of this Transit Planning Policies and
Procedures document to the overall PACTS document later this year.
The remainder of this section focuses on transit projects, including the process to apply for
PACTS MPO Allocation funding. The MPO Allocation is a MaineDOT annual allocation of
FHWA and state capital funds which PACTS is authorized to program with essentially a
guarantee that MaineDOT will concur. Contact GPCOG staff for more information on this.
1.3.1 The PACTS Transportation Improvement Program and the MaineDOT Statewide
Transportation Improvement Program
FTA and FHWA may only release federal funds for projects that are listed in both the
PACTS Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) and the MaineDOT Statewide
Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). The TIP and STIP must include four years of
federally funded projects. Projects in the later years may be rough estimates of funding
available to our region for which scopes will be developed at a future time. These two
documents are produced annually in the following process during December and January.
1. In December, MaineDOT produces a draft list of all known FTA and FHWA projects
in the PACTS region and sends it to PACTS for review and approval. GPCOG staff
distributes it to the region’s transit agencies and all other PACTS members for their
input. The GPCOG Transportation Director is the central point of contact for this
process.
Note that in December 2017 MaineDOT’s draft list also reflected agency-specific
project amounts in the most current PACTS Transit Six Year Capital and Operating
Plan for the first time – though only for the four-year period relevant to the TIP and
STIP.
2. In January GPCOG staff sends the list and an errata sheet to the Executive Committee
which initiates a 10-day public comment period.
3. Later in January the Policy Committee reviews and adopts the draft list, the errata
sheet and the public comments.
4. In February GPCOG staff prepares the required PACTS TIP narrative, attaches the
approved TIP projects list, public comments and errata sheet, and then sends them to
MaineDOT.
5. MaineDOT subsequently incorporates the PACTS TIP into a draft Maine STIP and
initiates a statewide public comment period on the entire STIP.
6. In late March, MaineDOT submits the STIP – which includes the PACTS TIP – to the
FHWA and FTA for their approval.
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7. In April, the FHWA and FTA approve the STIP and PACTS TIP, thereby enabling
the federal agencies to approve subsequent requests to spend the federal funds.
PACTS and MaineDOT amend the TIP and STIP periodically. See below for details on that
process.

1.4 PACTS Transit Six Year Capital and Operating Plan
Since 2012, the amount of FTA funding received in our region on a formula basis has increased
substantially. At the same time, Congressional earmarks have disappeared and discretionary
funding opportunities have diminished significantly. The formula funding is vital to our region’s
transit agencies after decades of relying on Congressional earmarks for all major capital
investments. For instance, in federal fiscal year 2016, our region received $10,028,308 in FTA
Section 5307 Urbanized Area Formula funding which is available to all transit agencies in our
region, and $7,816,835 in Section 5337 State of Good Repair fixed guideway funding which is
only available to CBITD and NNEPRA.
The largest amount of FTA formula funds that come to the PACTS region are the Urbanized
Area Formula Program 5307 funds. All PACTS transit agencies are eligible for 5307 funds.
Over the last five years the PACTS Transit Committee has successfully “split” up these funds in
a way which meets the many FTA requirements, addresses the collective priorities of the
region’s transit agencies, and has received praise from MaineDOT and FTA. The “Split Letter”,
along with the Six Year Capital and Operating Plan, represent a snapshot in time of currently
funded anticipated needs based on projected funding availability. It is updated annually, and
revised as needed.
The Transit Committee works with GPCOG staff to develop and periodically update a draft Six
Year Capital and Operating Plan which they then submit to the Executive Committee for
adoption. The Plan outlines anticipated capital, operating, ADA-paratransit and planning
expenses for the next six years – and is the basis for each annual FTA Split Letter. The projects
listed in the first four years of the Plan then are added to the PACTS TIP and the MaineDOT
STIP through the amendment process or through the annual TIP and STIP production process
each January.
Each agency has included specific items in the Plan under specific years, but broadly these
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facility Capital Maintenance/Improvement
Replacement Vehicle Purchasing, and Existing Vehicle Rehabilitation
Replacement Ferry Boats
Railroad Tie Replacement/Right of Way
Facility and Vehicle/Vessel Preventive Maintenance
Safety & Security, and Technology Updates
16

•
•
•

Operating Assistance (except CBITD)
ADA Complementary Paratransit
Agency-specific Transit Planning Projects

A fundamental principle in the Six Year Capital and Operating Plan is to maintain the basic
needs for all agencies to keep their services operating at current levels safely and reliably. This
principle has been applied to include both capital replacement and operating expenses needed to
support current levels of service.
The majority of 5307 funds are allocated through an asset management plan that seeks to
maintain current levels of service safely and reliably throughout the region with adequate capital
replacement and operating funds. Any remaining Section 5307 balance is made available for
eligible new projects and unforeseen exigencies under the PACTS “Regionally Administered
Discretionary (RAD) Program”. After considerable work by the Transit Operations Working
Group and GPCOG staff, the Transit Committee adopted in September 2014 a “Regional Transit
Expansion & Enhancement Procedures” for selecting RAD Program projects and determining
other eligible uses as agreed upon by the Transit Committee that best serve the region. Under this
policy, any new service, regardless of funding source must meet certain criteria to be eligible for
funding support. See Appendix G for the complete Regional Transit Expansion & Enhancement
Procedures.
FTA requires that all Section 5307 transit planning grants be included in the approved PACTS
UPWP. For planning grants allocated as part of the Six Year Capital and Operating Plan update
or RAD process, a UPWP amendment will be approved concurrently with the required TIP
amendment. This applies to both regional and agency-specific planning grants. See more
information below on this.
For reference purposes, here are the Six Year Capital and Operating Plan summary tables (5307
and 5337) as approved by the Policy Committee on April 25, 2019.
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PROGRAMMING FEDERAL TRANSIT FUNDING: 2019-2024

4/11/2019 - Final

LONG RANGE FINANCIAL FORECAST
5307 FUNDING SUMMARY

2019

Federal Fiscal Years (Oct. 1 - Sept. 30)
2020
2021

2022

2023

2024

Capital Program
Federal
Local

$ 11,133,517 $ 6,862,051 $
$ 9,040,394 $ 5,489,642 $
$ 1,965,694 $ 1,372,409 $

4,611,280 $
3,705,024 $
906,256 $

11,983,095 $ 4,107,219 $ 4,260,360
9,986,476 $ 3,285,776 $ 3,408,288
1,996,619 $
821,443 $
852,072

Operating Program
Federal
Local

$ 7,535,648 $ 7,655,440 $
$ 3,767,824 $ 3,827,720 $
$ 3,767,824 $ 3,827,720 $

7,808,550 $
3,904,275 $
3,904,275 $

8,814,720 $ 8,991,014 $ 9,170,836
4,407,360 $ 4,495,507 $ 4,585,418
4,407,360 $ 4,495,507 $ 4,585,418

ADA Complementary Paratransit
Federal
Local

$
$
$

594,000 $
475,200 $
118,800 $

605,880 $
484,704 $
121,176 $

617,998 $
494,398 $
123,600 $

630,358 $
504,286 $
126,072 $

642,964 $
514,371 $
128,593 $

655,824
524,659
131,165

Planning Projects
Federal
Local

$
$
$

143,080 $
114,464 $
28,616 $

97,484 $
77,987 $
19,497 $

102,008 $
81,606 $
20,402 $

106,659 $
85,327 $
21,332 $

111,442 $
89,154 $
22,288 $

116,364
93,091
23,273

Total
Federal
Local

$ 19,406,245 $ 15,220,855 $
$ 13,397,882 $ 9,880,053 $
$ 5,880,934 $ 5,340,802 $

13,139,836 $
8,185,303 $
4,954,533 $

21,534,832 $ 13,852,639 $ 14,203,384
14,983,449 $ 8,384,808 $ 8,611,456
6,551,383 $ 5,467,831 $ 5,591,928

2021

2022

6,051,120 $
10,684,233 $
16,735,353 $

8,550,050 $ 4,250,833 $ 6,550,258
10,684,233 $ 10,684,233 $ 10,684,233
19,234,282 $ 14,935,066 $ 17,234,491

LONG RANGE FINANCIAL PLAN

2019

2020

SOURCES OF FUNDS
RAD Balance
Annual Apportionment
TOTAL SOURCES OF FUNDS

$ 8,170,084 $ 5,246,940 $
$ 10,474,738 $ 10,684,233 $
$ 18,644,822 $ 15,931,173 $

USES OF FUNDS
Capital Program
Operating Program
ADA Paratransit
Planning Program
TOTAL

$ 9,040,394 $ 5,489,642
$ 3,767,824 $ 3,827,720
$
475,200 $
484,704
$
114,464 $
77,987
$ 13,397,882 $ 9,880,053

Available RAD Funds

$ 5,246,940 $ 6,051,120 $

$
$
$
$
$

3,705,024
3,904,275
494,398
81,606
8,185,303

$
$
$
$
$

8,550,050 $

9,986,476
4,407,360
504,286
85,327
14,983,449

2023

2024

$ 3,285,776 $ 3,408,288
$ 4,495,507 $ 4,585,418
$
514,371 $
524,659
$
89,154 $
93,091
$ 8,384,808 $ 8,611,456

4,250,833 $ 6,550,258 $ 8,623,035
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PROGRAMMING FEDERAL TRANSIT FUNDING: 2019-2024

4/11/2019 - Final

LONG RANGE FINANCIAL FORECAST
5337 FUNDING SUMMARY

Federal Fiscal Years (Oct. 1 - Sept. 30)
2020
2021

2019

Operating Program
Federal
Local

$ 9,930,381 $ 9,930,381 $
$ 7,944,305 $ 7,944,305 $
$ 1,986,076 $ 1,986,076 $

ADA Complementary Paratransit
Federal
Local

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

-

Planning Projects
Federal
Local

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

-

Total
Federal
Local

$ 10,791,719 $ 10,791,719 $ 10,791,719 $ 10,791,719 $ 10,791,719 $ 10,791,719
$ 8,633,375 $ 8,633,375 $ 8,633,375 $ 8,633,375 $ 8,633,375 $ 8,633,375
$ 2,158,344 $ 2,158,344 $ 2,158,344 $ 2,158,344 $ 2,158,344 $ 2,158,344

2020

861,338 $
689,070 $
172,268 $

861,338 $
689,070 $
172,268 $

2024

$
$
$

2019

861,338 $
689,070 $
172,268 $

2023

Capital Program
Federal
Local

LONG RANGE FINANCIAL PLAN

861,338 $
689,070 $
172,268 $

2022

861,338 $
689,070 $
172,268 $

861,338
689,070
172,268

9,930,381 $ 9,930,381 $ 9,930,381 $ 9,930,381
7,944,305 $ 7,944,305 $ 7,944,305 $ 7,944,305
1,986,076 $ 1,986,076 $ 1,986,076 $ 1,986,076

2021

2022

2023

2024

SOURCES OF FUNDS
Starting Balance
Annual Apportionment
TOTAL AVAILABLE FUNDING

$
$
$
$ 8,633,375 $ 8,633,375 $
$ 8,633,375 $ 8,633,375 $

$
$
$
8,633,375 $ 8,633,375 $ 8,633,375 $ 8,633,375
8,633,375 $ 8,633,375 $ 8,633,375 $ 8,633,375

USES OF FUNDS
Capital Program
Operating Program
ADA Paratransit
Planning Program
TOTAL

$
689,070 $
689,070
$ 7,944,305 $ 7,944,305
$
$
$
$
$ 8,633,375 $ 8,633,375

$
$
$
$
$

689,070
7,944,305
8,633,375

Ending Balance

$

$

-

$

-

-

$ 689,070 $ 689,070
$ 7,944,305 $ 7,944,305
$
$
$
$
$ 8,633,375 $ 8,633,375

$ 689,070
$ 7,944,305
$
$
$ 8,633,375

$

$

-

$

-

-

1.4.1 Six Year Capital and Operating Plan Update Process & Responsibilities
The SYCOP update process follows the general timeline outlined below:
•
•
•

January and February - FTA appropriations are made
February through March – the Transit Committee Workshop develops a draft SYCOP for
Transit Committee consideration
April – the Transit Committee reviews and endorses the SYCOP, and approves the
corresponding Split Letter for the current Federal Fiscal Year.
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•
•

May - the PACTS Executive Committee approves the SYCOP
June - the PACTS Transit Agencies submit grant applications to FTA before the early
June submission deadline

Updates to the SYCOP will be considered with the overall goal of maintaining fiscal constraint
and preserving an annual balance of at least $1 million in 5307 funds in order to respond to any
unforeseen exigencies. All PACTS regional transit agencies eligible for discretionary funding
are encouraged and expected to pursue other funding for projects to increase the overall amount
of funds available to the region. If a project does not receive discretionary funds following an
application, it may be submitted as a requested revision during the next SYCOP update.
The following outlines the steps that Transit Agencies, PACTS Committees, GPCOG Staff, and
MaineDOT take during the transit SYCOP update process.
1. GPCOG staff circulate the most recently approved version of the SYCOP to all PACTS
transit agencies and MaineDOT, and solicit requested revisions to agency-specific 5307,
5337, and Discretionary tabs.
a. Note that MaineDOT coordinates with and submits on behalf of RTP and
YCCAC due to YCCAC’s status as a sub-recipient.
2. PACTS transit agencies and MaineDOT make initial requested revisions to agencyspecific 5307, 5337, and Discretionary tabs, and submit to GPCOG staff along with any
additional documentation required for changes triggering additional review (2a and 2b
below). Note that Regionally Administered Discretionary (RAD) projects are evaluated
during the same timeframe as SYCOP updates, and so any current RAD application
funding amounts should also be included in the proposed SYCOP updates.
a. Requested revisions may include changes to existing items, as well as the addition
of new items for the six-year period.
b. The following types of projects are subject to additional review:
i. New or significantly revised capital projects exceeding $100,000, for a
single year or combined over multiple years;
ii. Standard operating and/or Americans with Disabilities Act paratransit
operating requests exceeding a 2% increase in funds over the previous
year;
iii. New or significantly revised planning projects exceeding $50,000, for a
single year or multiple years
c. For those projects subject to additional review, agencies submitting such
requested revisions shall provide a brief summary of each requested change (2pages or less for each), addressing the following:
i. Why is this change being requested?
ii. What alternatives have been considered?
iii. What efforts have been made to reduce this cost increase?
iv. How will this change impact passengers and service?
v. How will this impact the agency’s Transit Asset Management (TAM),
Safety, or other PACTS/MaineDOT/FTA performance measures?
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

vi. Is there potential to collaborate with or involve other transit agencies in
this project to improve transit service in the region?
vii. Is this eligible (and likely to be competitive) for discretionary funding
opportunities?
d. Any proposed new funding item or project that represents a transit expansion or
enhancement as defined under the PACTS Regional Transit Expansion and
Enhancement Procedures (Appendix G) shall require a formal application and will
be treated and evaluated under these procedures as a RAD project.
GPCOG staff compile, identify, highlight, and list all requested input changes to the
SYCOP, and prepare an analysis showing the financial impact of each agency’s requested
changes to the SYCOP.
The Transit Committee Workshop reviews the requested revisions, additional
documentation, and financial impacts, along with any RAD project applications, seeking
additional information or modifications to requests in order to assure the financial
constraint of the SYCOP.
Based on the guidance received from the Workshop, PACTS Transit Agencies (with
MaineDOT on behalf of RTP and YCCAC) and GPCOG staff make any necessary
adjustments to the SYCOP.
The Transit Committee reviews the adjusted requested revisions, additional
documentation, and financial impacts, along with any RAD project applications, and
endorses the SYCOP and any supported RAD applications for Executive Committee
adoption. The Transit Committee also approves the Split Letter (corresponding to the
current fiscal year of funding in the endorsed SYCOP).
a. Once approved, the Split Letter is signed by representatives from all PACTS
Transit Agency direct recipients and MaineDOT.
The PACTS Executive Committee reviews and adopts the final version of the SYCOP.
The approved SYCOP and Split Letter are shared with MaineDOT for their records.
MaineDOT submits the Split Letter to FTA Region 1 staff on behalf of PACTS.

1.4.2 Transportation Improvement Program Transit Funding Prioritization
At the request of the PACTS Transit Agencies, GPCOG staff began work in late 2017 to draft a
new prioritization framework for the allocation of federal transit funds. Staff facilitated two
Transit Committee Workshop meetings on this topic (9/26/17 and 10/31/17), and through this
process identified draft criteria that are consistent with RTDP recommendations and align with
transit stakeholder goals and priorities. During this process, staff identified several challenges
that affected their ability to develop a new funding prioritization system from the ground up. In
response, the Transit Committee directed staff to delay full development of the new Transit
Funding Prioritization System until the start of the Regional Transit Plan (Phase II). Because the
Regional Transit Plan Phase II will identify the transit priorities of the region (in greater detail
that Destination 2040), help generate regional buy-in for the goals from a wide range of elected
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officials, business leaders, existing riders and the public, and provide a roadmap for how to
achieve it, the transit funding prioritization system will benefit significantly from being
developed in tandem.
1.4.3 Public Involvement regarding the Transportation Improvement Program
The PACTS public involvement process for TIP project priority setting is a combination of
contacts with member organizations and the general public, as outlined below.
•

All feasibility studies funded by PACTS (which often produce funding proposals
for capital improvement projects from MaineDOT and/or PACTS) include a public
outreach component. Our Enhanced Project Scoping process also includes a public
input component. Together, these feasibility studies and project scoping efforts are
designed to provide meaningful opportunities for public involvement in regional
transportation planning and funding.

•

PACTS maintains at all times an up-to-date TIP section on the website,
www.pactsplan.org. Comments may be made via the info@pactsplan.org at any
time.

•

At the beginning of the project selection process, GPCOG staff send an email to our
municipal, state, transit, other regional organizations (and to our Interested Parties
email list participants) advising of the deadlines for submitting MPO Allocation
proposals.

•

PACTS staff ask that city/town councils, municipal officers and transit system
boards submit written endorsements of their TIP proposals submitted to PACTS.
PACTS also asks for written endorsement to PACTS for the projects from their
municipality that the Policy Committee votes to include in each annual MPO
Allocation list.

Any substantive change in PACTS TIP project selection criteria or formula is also subject to
public review and comment. Amendments to the TIP selection criteria and formula shall be
accomplished before the initiation of the biennial TIP development process. PACTS shall notify
the public of its intent to update the TIP selection criteria and/or formula and make said material
available to the public for comment.
1.4.4 Program of Projects
The FTA requires that each recipient of a Section 5307 grant shall develop, publish, afford an
opportunity for a public hearing on, and submit for approval a Program of Projects (POP). FTA
allows a grantee to rely on the locally adopted public participation requirements for the PACTS
TIP in lieu of the process required in the development of the POP if the grantee has coordinated
with the MPO and ensured that the public is aware that the TIP development process is being
used to satisfy the POP Public Participation requirements.
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The PACTS public participation process satisfies the POP participation process requirements for
all these FTA Direct Recipients in the PACTS region:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biddeford Saco Old Orchard Beach Transit Committee
Casco Bay Island Transit District
Greater Portland Transit District
Maine Department of Transportation
Northern New England Passenger Rail Authority
South Portland Bus Service

PACTS’ public notices for the TIP have an explicit statement that public notice of public
involvement activities and time established for public review of any comments on the TIP will
satisfy the POP requirements for each specific transit agency.
1.4.5 TIP Approval/Adoption
The PACTS Policy and Executive Committees are collectively responsible for adopting the TIP
and SYCOP (and subsequent updates), which specify the allocation of federal transportation
funds in the PACTS region to individual projects and activities. In addition, the PACTS transit
agencies have repeatedly received FTA and MaineDOT guidance indicating that the transit
agencies, as designated recipients of FTA funding, are collectively responsible for determining
the annual “split” of the 5307 and 5337 federal transit funds that come to the PACTS region.
Responsibility for the programming of federal transit funding in the PACTS region is thus
divided between the PACTS Policy and Executive Committees, and the PACTS transit agencies,
with each entity responsible for fulfilling their role in this process.
1.4.6 TIP Amendments
The PACTS Executive Committee periodically needs to amend the TIP. An amendment is either
the addition or deletion of a project, a major change in a funded project’s budget, or a major
change in the design or scope of a project that alters the intent of a project.
Before the Executive Committee makes an amendment, GPCOG staff posts to the PACTS
website the proposed amendment to the TIP for public comment. All technical analysis in
support of the amendment including any air quality/conformity analysis will be made available
to the public for review and comment. A comment period of 10 calendar days beginning from
the date of the posting will be provided during which comments may be submitted to PACTS for
consideration.
This PACTS TIP amendment process satisfies the POP participation process requirements for the
FTA Direct Recipients listed in Section 1.4.3 above.
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Please note that FHWA, FTA and MaineDOT agreed in May, 2017 to synchronize the STIP
revision procedures for both FTA and FHWA funds by utilizing the FHWA/MaineDOT STIP
procedures for future transit-related TIP and STIP revision (included in Appendix H). As noted
in the document, “MaineDOT and the MPO’s coordinate under the same thresholds and public
involvement periods described in this agreement such that MaineDOT will request STIP and TIP
amendments commensurate with this process.” GPCOG staff is still working with MaineDOT to
determine necessary staff-level documentation for this process.
1.4.7 TIP Administrative Modification & Information-Only Actions
PACTS and MaineDOT make administrative modifications for relatively minor changes that do
not require a public comment period. Administrative modifications cover the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A moderate change in the total cost of a project
Combining or separating projects that are part of an approved TIP
Combining or separating phases of a project that are part of an approved TIP
Adding a new phase to an existing project that does not have a substantial cost
associated with it
Creating a lineage PIN that does not have a substantial cost associated with it
Making a minor change in the scope of a project, including an insignificant change
in the termini and/or
Making a change to the project termini with no change in overall project cost.

Information-Only Actions are similar to administrative modifications, and may be used in place
of an administrative modification when the funding amounts in question fall below the threshold
outlined in the MaineDOT STIP Revision Procedures (Appendix H). Information-only actions do
not require federal agency approval.
1.4.8 TIP Revision Process & Responsibilities
The following outlines the steps that Transit Agencies, PACTS Committees, GPCOG Staff, and
MaineDOT take during the transit TIP Amendment process.
1. The process starts when staff from MaineDOT or a transit agency identify the need for a
transit TIP revision, and notify GPCOG staff.
2. GPCOG staff then reviews the MaineDOT STIP Revision Procedures, and determines
whether the revision should be completed as a TIP Amendment, Administrative
Modification, or Information-Only Action.
The next steps depend on the revision type as described below. Several of the steps are
common to all revision types.
TIP Amendments
3. GPCOG staff prepares the draft amendment approval request, public notice, and related
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4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

documentation for MaineDOT, and shares the drafts with MaineDOT, the Transit
Committee chair and vice-chair, any affected transit agencies, and the GPCOG
Transportation Director, for review and any necessary revisions.
GPCOG staff will bring the amendment approval request and public notice to the Transit
Committee for their review, and seek a recommendation from the Transit Committee to
the Executive Committee for their approval.*
*Note – this step may be skipped if the amendment approval process must be
expedited, and with the permission of the Transit Committee chair and vice-chair.
Following the Transit Committee recommendation, GPCOG staff will post the public
notice to the PACTS website for a period of 10 calendar days beginning from the date of
the posting during which comments may be submitted to PACTS for consideration.
GPCOG staff will document the posting of the public notice, as well as any comments
received. The public comment period should be scheduled to conclude prior to any action
by the Executive Committee.
GPCOG staff will bring the amendment approval request, along with any public
comments received, to the Executive Committee for their review and approval.
Following Executive Committee approval, GPCOG staff will formally submit all
necessary TIP Amendment documentation to MaineDOT (along with the Transit
Committee chair and vice-chair, and any affected transit agencies). GPCOG staff will
also post all documentation to the PACTS website.
MaineDOT staff will incorporate the PACTS TIP Amendment into their STIP
amendment, and submit it to FTA staff for their approval (along with the Transit
Committee chair and vice-chair, any affected transit agencies, and the GPCOG
Transportation Director and Clean Transportation Manager).
Once approved, FTA staff will notify all affected parties, and PACTS transit agencies
may submit or modify related grants with FTA.

TIP Administrative Modifications
3. GPCOG staff prepares the draft administrative modification approval request, and related
documentation for MaineDOT, and shares the drafts with MaineDOT, the Transit
Committee chair and vice-chair, any affected transit agencies, and the GPCOG
Transportation Director, for review and any necessary revisions.
4. GPCOG staff will bring the administrative modification approval request and public
notice to the Transit Committee for their review, and seek a recommendation from the
Transit Committee to the Executive Committee for their approval.*
*Note – this step may be skipped if the administrative modification approval process
must be expedited, and with the permission of the Transit Committee chair and vicechair.
5. GPCOG staff will bring the administrative modification approval request to the
Executive Committee for their review and approval.
6. Following Executive Committee approval, GPCOG staff will formally submit all
necessary administrative modification documentation to MaineDOT (along with the
Transit Committee chair and vice-chair, and any affected transit agencies). GPCOG staff
will also post all documentation to the PACTS website.
7. MaineDOT staff will incorporate the PACTS TIP administrative modification into their
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STIP administrative modification, and submit it to FTA staff for their approval (along
with the Transit Committee chair and vice-chair, any affected transit agencies, and the
GPCOG Transportation Director and Clean Transportation Manager).
8. Once approved, FTA staff will notify all affected parties, and PACTS transit agencies
may submit or modify related grants with FTA.
TIP Information-Only Actions
3. GPCOG staff prepares the draft information-only action approval request, and related
documentation for MaineDOT, and shares the drafts with MaineDOT, the Transit
Committee chair and vice-chair, any affected transit agencies, and the GPCOG
Transportation Director, for review and any necessary revisions.
4. GPCOG staff will bring the information-only action approval request and public notice to
the Transit Committee for their review, and seek a recommendation from the Transit
Committee to the Executive Committee for their approval.*
*Note – this step may be skipped if the information-only action approval process
must be expedited, and with the permission of the Transit Committee chair and vicechair.
5. GPCOG staff will bring the information-only action approval request to the Executive
Committee for their review and approval.
6. Following Executive Committee approval, GPCOG staff will formally submit all
necessary information-only action documentation to MaineDOT (along with the Transit
Committee chair and vice-chair, and any affected transit agencies). GPCOG staff will
also post all documentation to the PACTS website.
7. MaineDOT staff will incorporate the PACTS TIP information-only action into their STIP
information-only action, and submit it to FTA staff for their information (along with the
Transit Committee chair and vice-chair, any affected transit agencies, and the GPCOG
Transportation Director and Clean Transportation Manager).*
*Note - by their nature, information-only actions do not require federal agency
approval. Therefore, once MaineDOT has submitted their STIP information-only
action, PACTS transit agencies may submit or modify related grants with FTA.
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Appendix A: Overview of PACTS and GPCOG - History, roles,
responsibilities, staff, relationship to MaineDOT, FTA and FHWA
1. In 1965 the original Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation Study (PACTS) regional
transportation plan was adopted.
2. In 1975 the PACTS program was designated as the federally-mandated metropolitan
planning organization or MPO for the Portland region. The federal government established
these entities in all urbanized areas of the country in order to improve the coordination of
transportation planning and investment decisions by state, municipalities and public
transportation organizations. A memorandum of agreement was signed that set out the roles
of the PACTS participant organizations.
3. Today the fundamental roles of MPOs remain the same as they were in 1975:
a. Approve a Transportation Improvement Program for submittal to FHWA
and FTA.
b. Adopt and perform the planning and administration work outlined in the
Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP).
c. Adopt and work to implement a regional transportation plan.
4. The PACTS Policy Committee adopts the UPWP. The funding for the UPWP has always
been based on FHWA and FTA planning funds plus matching funds from municipalities,
MaineDOT, GPCOG and our transit agencies.
5. Until January 25, 2018 the PACTS Policy Committee hired the PACTS Director, and the
PACTS Director hired additional PACTS staff. PACTS staff are paid with FHWA,
MaineDOT and local funds. On January 25, 2018 the Policy Committee approved a 3-year
contract for GPCOG to provide all staff services necessary to administer the PACTS
UPWP.
6. GPCOG staff has always been responsible for the FTA-funded transit planning work outlined
in the PACTS UPWP.
7. PACTS staff has always worked in the GPCOG offices. For federal income tax purposes
PACTS staff are GPCOG employees. PACTS staff also work under the GPCOG Personnel
Policies.
8. In 2013 PACTS and GPCOG signed an Agreement for Administration of the PACTS Unified
Planning Work Program in order to clarify their roles and responsibilities for internal
purposes and also to clarify for MaineDOT’s administrative understanding. For the prior
almost 40 years, PACTS relied on the 1975 memorandum of agreement mentioned above.
9. Until 2002, PACTS involved seven municipalities: Portland, South Portland, Cape
Elizabeth, Falmouth, Westbrook, Gorham and Scarborough. In accordance with federal MPO
rules and as a result of the federal decennial census, eight more municipalities were added in
2002, and then in 2012 three more were added.
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Overview of GPCOG - History, roles, responsibilities, staff, relationship to PACTS, MDOT,
FTA, FHWA
1. GPCOG was established in 1969 under state charter as a regional planning organization, a
voluntary association of municipalities and affiliated organizations. FMI:
http://www.gpcog.org/.
2. During the 1980’s, the GPCOG Transit Planner worked with and for the METRO, South
Portland Bus Service, Casco Bay Island Transit District (CBITD) and the Regional
Transportation Program (RTP).
3. Starting in 2002 (per the expansion of the PACTS region into Biddeford, Saco and Old
Orchard Beach), GPCOG transit staff began to work also with Shuttlebus Zoom and the
transportation division of the York County Community Action Program (YCCAC).
4. Also in 2002, the Southern Maine Planning and Development Commission began to
participate on PACTS committees, and to provide PACTS-funded transit planning technical
assistance to Shuttlebus Zoom and YCCAC.
5. GPCOG staff began to work with the Northern New England Passenger Rail Authority when
NNEPRA became a member of the Transit Committee at the start in 2004.
PACTS Transit Committee Roles and Responsibilities
The authority and responsibility of the Transit Committee increased significantly after 2012
when:
•

The annual amount of FTA “formula” money for the PACTS region grew from
roughly $2,000,000 to $10,000,000 and federal earmarks were eliminated.

•

The PACTS region became a federally-designated Transportation Management Area
– which added the “split letter” authority to the Direct Recipients.

•

The number of FTA Direct Recipient public transportation organizations in our
region grew to five.

These changes – particularly the increase in FTA formula funds – have increased the level and
complexity of the work of the Transit Committee and staff.
History of the Operations Working Group and the Transit Committee
In the early 1990’s, the PACTS Policy Committee asked the transit agencies in Greater Portland
to formalize their efforts to work together. This request followed an in-depth 1989 regional
transit consolidation feasibility study. In response, the members created the “Greater Portland
Transit Providers Working Group”. Staffed by GPCOG, the members met monthly during
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the 1990’s. The Policy Committee also asked the group to advise on the annual distribution of
the FTA Urban Formula funds. The members based their work on the annual formula developed
in the late 1980’s, and reached consensus (after much debate and analysis) on a new formula.
The Policy Committee used the new formula for several years during the 1990’s.
In 2002, the Greater Portland Transit Providers Working Group expanded to include
Shuttlebus/ZOOM and YCCAC, and became simply the “Transit Providers Working Group”.
The Operations Working Group advised the Transit Committee on planning, project and
programming topics, and was a means for the transit agencies to coordinate and collaborate on
operational and other detailed topics beyond the scope of the full Transit Committee.
Occasionally the Transit Committee delegated authority to the Operations Working Group.
The Operations Working Group was not an official subcommittee of the Transit Committee, but
rather a stand-alone, self-appointed informal group. The Operations Working Group developed
their decisions and recommendations using a consensus model as much as possible. If they
could not reach consensus then they took a vote. They did not follow Robert’s Rules of Order,
and their meetings were neither open to the public nor advertised.
The Chair of the Transit Committee chaired the meetings of the Operations Working Group.
GPCOG staffed the Operations Working Group.
During 2016 the Transit Committee met on a quarterly basis, and the Operations Working Group
often met monthly in order to get their work done. Prior to 2016 the Transit Committee usually
met on a monthly basis, but the Committee chose to switch to a quarterly basis in 2016 in
response to a suggestion from the transit agencies who felt that too much of the monthly Transit
Committee meetings were being spent reporting on work-in-progress items rather than taking
actions. The Operations Working Group met to make recommendations which then went to the
Transit Committee for official action.
In 2016, the Operations Working Group began to explore how the public should be informed of
the work of the Operations Working Group.
The Policy Committee created the Transit Committee in 2004 with the primary motivation being
to create a federal transit funds priority setting structure consistent with the open public policy
procedures used by PACTS Committees. The members of the Transit Providers Working Group
decided at that time to continue to meet separately from the PACTS Transit Committee, which
continued until May 2017 as the Operations Working Group.
The Northern New England Passenger Rail Authority became a member of the Transit
Committee at the start in 2004.
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Appendix B: Regional Plans - List of plans
The state, regional, municipal and other organizations involved in planning for Greater Portland’s
transportation system do studies that include recommendations that could directly or indirectly
affect the region’s transit systems. Decision making based on those studies is a process of
communication, cooperation and collaboration outside and within the PACTS process.
For reference purposes for Transit Committee members, here is a list of relevant studies
completed during the past ten years. GPCOG staff are available to provide details on their
recommendations and the status of their implementation.
Recently Completed Studies
2016 Regional Bus Sign and Shelter, PACTS
2016 Regional Bus Passenger Survey
2016 PACTS Destination 2040
2015 Portland Bayside Circulation Master Plan
2015 Regional Traffic signal Management Study
2015 Portland Transportation Hub Link
2015 Portland Bayside Circulation Master Plan
2014 Lakes Region Bus Study, GPCOG RTP
2014 Biddeford and Saco Downtowns
2013 Regional Route Study
2012 Moving Greater Portland toward a Transit Focused Region
2012 Congress Street Bus Priority Study, City of Portland
2012 Transforming Forest Ave
Southern Maine Area Transit Initiative (SMART)
Multi-year and Ongoing Efforts and Initiatives
Sustain Southern Maine
Automated Vehicle Location, ITS
Regional Branding and Marketing
Maine DOT Strategic Transit Plan 2025
Regional ITS Architecture
Other
2011 Gorham East West Corridor Study
2011 PACTS Draft Pedestrian Access to Transit Study
2010 NNEPRA Passenger Rail Expansion- Brunswick
2009 Portland North- Small Starts
2008 Portland Peninsula Transit Study
2007 Regional Transit Coordination Study, PACTS
Portland TDM2Go Website
Scarborough Oakhill Pedestrian Plan
Southern Maine Transit Coordination
Transit Bus Routes Study
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Appendix C – PACTS By-Laws
Here is the Transit Committee excerpt. Click here for the complete PACTS bylaws.
ARTICLE IX: Transit Committee
Section 1. The Transit Committee shall:
1. Advise the Executive Committee on strategic public passenger transit issues, in support of
the principles outlined in the long range transportation plan for the region.
2. Develop and recommend to the Policy Committee a set of transit planning and
programming policies and procedures for incorporation into the PACTS TIP Policies and
Procedures document.
3. Update the PACTS Six Year Transit Capital and Operating Plan and send it to the
Executive Committee for adoption.
4. Authorize the FTA-required Split Letters regarding the sub-allocation of FTA formula
funds before the transit agencies send the Split Letters to MaineDOT and FTA.
5. Recommend amendments to the PACTS Transportation Improvement Program to the
Executive Committee regarding the allocation of FTA formula funds.
6. Select representatives to the Policy Committee, the Technical Committee, the Planning
Committee and the Executive Committee. The representatives shall serve for two years,
and may serve successive terms.
Section 2. The membership of the Transit Committee shall be as follows:
Organization

Representatives

CBITD
MaineDOT
Maine Turnpike Authority
METRO
NNEPRA
Executive Com. Appointees
Private Trans. Operator
RTP
ShuttleBus/ZOOM
South Portland Bus
YCCAC
Planning Committee

1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Section 3. The members appointed by the Executive Committee shall be representatives of either
an organization or a member of the public concerned with public passenger transportation, and
interested in promoting the goals of the long range transportation plan for the region. These
members shall be from the eighteen-municipality PACTS region. In addition, the private
transportation operator seat shall be filled by an organization that provides passenger transportation
services in Greater Portland. The term of service shall be three years. The seat will be filled by a
vote of the Executive Committee after a region wide solicitation has been done.
Section 4. Each voting representative shall have one vote. Attendance by representatives of four of
the transit providers shall constitute a quorum.
Section 5. The Transit Committee shall meet monthly, or as needed.
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Appendix D – PACTS Transit Committee and Operations Working Group Calendar
PACTS TRANSIT COMMITTEE 2018/2019 BIENNIUM CALENDAR

Version 1 January 16, 2018
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Appendix E – PACTS Capital Management Area Map

Appendix F – Transit System Map
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Appendix G – Expansion/Enhancement Policy and Application
Process
PACTS Regional Transit Expansion & Enhancement Procedures
I. Introduction
The Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation System (PACTS) shares the responsibility with the
Maine Department of Transportation (MaineDOT) for the initial programming of projects funded with
Federal Highway and Federal Transit Administration (FHWA and FTA) funds in the PACTS Funding
Area. The PACTS Transit Committee is composed of five designated recipients and two sub-recipients,
two Executive Committee appointees, a representative of the Planning Committee and a staff member
from both MaineDOT and Maine Turnpike Authority (all of whom are voting members). The Transit
Committee is responsible for apportioning FTA funds to eligible projects within the PACTS region. The
PACTS Funding Area covers parts or all of the following eighteen municipalities: Arundel, Biddeford,
Cape Elizabeth, Cumberland, Gorham, Falmouth, Freeport, North Yarmouth, Old Orchard Beach,
Portland, Raymond, Saco, South Portland, Scarborough, Standish, Westbrook, Windham and Yarmouth.
This document describes the administration of the PACTS Transit Enhancement & Expansion
Procedures, and its role in the allocation of Urbanized Area Formula Program funds known as Section
5307 available for transit operations, planning1 and capital improvements. The majority of 5307 funds are
allocated through an extensive asset management plan that seeks to maintain current levels of service
throughout the region with adequate capital replacement and operating funds. These Procedures were
created to govern the evaluation and selection of transit enhancement or expansion projects in the PACTS
region for which Federal or State funding support has been requested and may be eligible for the
Regionally Administered Discretionary Transit Program (RAD Program).
The PACTS Transit Operations Working Group oversaw the development of these Procedures, and the
Procedures were adopted by the PACTS Transit Committee on September 18, 2014.
II. Programming Procedure
A. Organization Eligibility
Administrative officials from the following organizations may propose projects through the PACTS
process:
•
•
•
•
•

Biddeford Saco Old Orchard Beach Transit Committee (Shuttlebus)
Casco Bay Island Transit District (CBITD)
Greater Portland Transit District (METRO)
Northern New England Passenger Rail Authority (NNEPRA)
Regional Transportation Program (RTP)

1

Planning funds are for individual provider projects as well as for Regional projects that have not been included in
the 5303 portion of the biennial Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP).
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• South Portland Bus Service (SPBS)
• York County Community Action Corporation (YCCAC)
All others who wish to propose projects through the PACTS process must have the sponsorship of at least
one of the organizations listed above.
The RAD application process occurs once each year, based on the following timeline:
•
•
•
•
•

•

September – October – GPCOG staff solicits proposals from eligible organizations
November – applications are due; a non-staff scoring committee scores applications based on the
criteria outlined below
December - February – the Transit Committee Workshop reviews selected applications
March – the Transit Committee Workshop incorporates recommended applications into the draft
SYCOP for Transit Committee consideration
April – the Transit Committee reviews and endorses the SYCOP, including any incorporated
RAD applications, and approves the corresponding Split Letter for the current Federal Fiscal
Year.
May - the PACTS Executive Committee adopts the SYCOP, including any incorporated RAD
applications

B. Project Eligibility
Proposals for the RAD Program must be for projects that are eligible for Federal Funds under the PACTS
MPO Allocation Process. Proposals must also be endorsed by the applicant’s Governing Body and/or
Municipal Council(s) with formal commitment of local match.
The following list presents most of the eligible purposes.
•
•
•

Improving existing core service
Enhancing customer service
Expanding service beyond the existing system

In the event that a question arises regarding the funding eligibility of a proposal, PACTS, Greater
Portland Council of Governments (GPCOG) or Southern Maine Planning and Development Commission
(SMPDC) staff will consult with MaineDOT, and/or FTA.
C. Proposal Requirements and Scoring Process
Applications will be due annually on November 1st. Final submissions that omit data or show incorrect
data used in the scoring process will receive zeroes in those categories. Applications that fail to meet the
requirements listed below will not be considered.
Proposals for funding must include a purpose-and-need statement that describes the conditions that
warrant the proposed project and explain the intended benefits of that project.
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Note: Projects that involve maintenance or replacement of existing equipment exclusively, that will be
“operations neutral”, and that have necessary local match in place, will not be evaluated as part of this
process. Instead, these projects may be “fast-tracked” for evaluation and approval by the PACTS Transit
Committee for inclusion in the Six-Year Transit Capital Plan and recommended for approval by the
PACTS Executive Committee for inclusion in the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP).
Scoring
Regional staff (from PACTS, GPCOG and SMPDC) carefully evaluate and score all proposals for use of
transit funds. Scored proposals are brought to the PACTS Transit Committee as a non-binding input.
The Transit Committee will reach consensus on a final project(s) selection recommendation for
consideration and ratification by the PACTS Policy Committee. Selected projects will be added to the
TIP.
The scoring and ranking processes involve policy and technical criteria that were developed and adopted
by the PACTS Transit Committee.
Eligible proposals are scored according to three categories:
1. Type of Project (up to 30 points)
Projects are divided into three main types, and only one option may be selected:
a. Improves existing core service – e.g. Increasing frequency, extending service hours along existing
transit routes, or linking two or more routes to provide faster, more direct service between major
destinations (up to 30 points);
b. Enhances customer service – e.g. Improvements to ticketing equipment, upgrades to call-in
centers, automatic vehicle location (AVL) & real time passenger information (RTPI), wireless
internet (WiFi), bus stop improvements and amenities, etc. (up to 24 points)
c. Expands service beyond the existing system – e.g. Creating a new route or extending an existing
route into new territory (up to 18 points)
Project types are listed and scored in order of importance to the regional transit system. Improving
existing core service, for example, is a higher priority for the region than expanding service beyond the
existing system. Consequently, a project that proposes improvements to existing core service can earn a
greater overall number of points in this category (up to 30) than a project that would expand service
beyond the existing system (up to 18 points).

2. Financial Sustainability (up to 30 points)
a. Supported by additional level of committed local funding
The minimum requirement for local match (including state contribution) is 15% for ADA accessible
buses, 20% for all other Capital expenditures, and 50% for Operating expenditures. Proposals that
have secured local funding that exceed these minimum requirements will receive additional points in
this category, as they will make more efficient use of limited federal funds. (up to 11 points).
b. Leverages other federal/state/local funds for operations or capital
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Utilizing multiple funding sources to support a single project will make project funds go further, as
well as help increase that project’s financial resilience. Any proposal that is able to utilize additional
federal, state or local funds (beyond the standard federal 5307 and municipal local match funds) to
diversify financial support for the project will receive additional points in this category. (up to 11
points).
c. Continuing financial commitment for local match
In order for a proposed project to be successful over the long term, it will require ongoing, dedicated
local match. Projects that have a commitment of continuing local match will receive higher scores
than those projects that only have committed local match for the first year of operation. If a project
fails to achieve its projected performance levels the provider of local match will not be held to their
commitment unless all parties agree to extend the effort. (up to 8 points).
3. Demonstrated Need (up to 40 points)
a. Projected performance of new or enhanced service after 3 years
Projects that are anticipated to provide a greater positive impact on transit system performance will
be scored higher than those with a smaller impact. Performance metrics for new or enhanced service
may be compared against industry or regional standards, and/or against the provider’s existing
service. Performance may be demonstrated by metrics such as (but not limited to) projected changes
in: Ridership, Passenger Miles, Cost per Boarding, among others. Qualitative assessments may also
be used for projects not conducive to quantitative estimates (such as customer service
improvements). (up to 11 points).
b. Supported by long-range plan, study and/or modeling
Proposed projects that can demonstrate support from existing long-range municipal or regional
plans, studies or modeling will be scored higher than those without support. If the applicant is
pursuing points in this category, they must demonstrate in their application how their proposed
project is supported by existing long-range municipal or regional plans, studies or modeling. (up to
11 points).
c. Addresses regional priorities
Proposed projects that address existing regional priorities (such as improved passenger safety &
security, and those laid out in Destination Tomorrow, the Regional Transit Coordination Study, or
other relevant regional policy documents), will be scored higher than those that do not address these
priorities. If the applicant is pursuing points in this category, they must demonstrate in their
application how their proposed project addresses existing regional priorities. (up to 11 points).
d. Addresses local priorities
Proposed projects that address existing local priorities (such as those laid out in one or more
municipal Comprehensive Plans, or other relevant local policy documents), will be scored higher
than those that do not address these priorities. If the applicant is pursuing points in this category,
they must demonstrate in their application how their proposed project addresses existing local
priorities. (up to 7 points)*.
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*Note – Regional priorities are given greater scoring weight than local priorities, due to the regional
nature of the PACTS transit system.
Regional staff will determine the score of each sub-category listed above by selecting a value from a 0 - 5
rating scale, and scaling that value up relative to the maximum number of points available for that subcategory.
For example, if a project is expected to make a considerable enhancement to customer service, it may be
given a rating of “4” (out of a possible 5) for the Type of Project category. Because customer service
enhancement projects are eligible for up to 24 points within the project type category, a rating of 4 (out of
5) would result in a category score of: (4 ÷ 5) = 0.8 x 24 maximum points = 19.2 points.
Eligible proposals will receive an overall score between 0 and 100, and are expected to achieve a
minimum score of 70 to be considered for funding. This minimum score is intended to ensure that the
PACTS region will make the most efficient use of their limited federal transit funds by selecting only
strong proposals for financial support. If no proposals submitted during a given funding period meet the
minimum requirements as determined by the PACTS Transit Committee, none will be awarded financial
support during that period, and those funds will be rolled over into a future funding period.
Please review the application form for specific information pertaining to the various project categories.
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Appendix H – MaineDOT STIP Revision Procedures
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Appendix I – Glossary
Glossary of Terms (Updated 4/7/17)
ADA

Americans with Disabilities Act

AVL

Automatic Vehicle Location

BOP

Biennial Operations Plan (MaineDOT)

BSOOB

Biddeford, Saco, Old Orchard Beach Transit Committee

CBITD

Casco Bay Island Transit District a.k.a.

CBL

Casco Bay Lines

CMAQ

Congestion Mitigation Air Quality Program (Federal Funds)

DOE

Department of Energy

FAST Act

Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act (2016-2020 Transportation Reauthorization, replacing MAP-21)

FFY

Federal Fiscal Year

FHWA

Federal Highway Administration

FTA

Federal Transit Administration

GPCOG

Greater Portland Council of Governments

ITS

Intelligent Transportation Systems

JARC

Job Access & Reverse Commute

LUTTA

Land Use and Transit-Supportive Development Implementation Technical Assistance study – Continuation of the Gorham
East/West study with additional municipalities

MAP-21

Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (2-year transportation authorization enacted July, 2012, replacing SAFETEALU, MAP – 21 Extended to end of December )

METRO

Greater Portland Transit District

MaineDOT

Maine Department of Transportation

MOA

Memorandum of Agreement

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding

MPO

Metropolitan Planning Organization (PACTS, KACTS, ATRC, BACTS)

NNEPRA

Northern New England Passenger Rail Authority (Downeaster, contracts with Amtrak)

OWG

PACTS Transit Operations Working Group
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Glossary of Terms (Updated 4/7/17)
PACTS

Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation System (Portland Area MPO)

PTC

PACTS Transit Committee, or Portland Transportation Center (Concord Coach & NNEPRA)

RAD

Regionally Administered Transit Discretionary Fund

RFP

Request for Proposals

RFQ

Request for Qualifications

RTP

Regional Transportation Program

RTDP

Regional Transit Development Plan

RTPI

Real Time Passenger Information

SAFETEALU

Safe, Affordable, Flexible, Efficient, Transportation Act –Legacy for Users, 2005

SMART

Southern Maine ARea Transit initiative

SMTT

Southern Maine Transit Tracker

SPBS

South Portland Bus Service

STIP

Statewide Transportation Improvement Program

STP

Surface Transportation Program (FHWA Funds)

S&S

Regional Bus Sign and Shelter Project

TEAM

Transportation Electronic Award Management

TIP

Transportation Improvement Program (PACTS)

TMA

Transportation Management Area

TMA

Transportation Management Association

TrAMS

FTA's Transit Award Management System

TSAP

Transit Stop Access Project

UPWP

Unified Planning Work Program

YCCAC

York County Community Action Corporation

5303

FTA Planning Program

5307

FTA Urbanized Area Formula Grants

5309

Fixed Guideway Capital Investment Grants (“New Starts”) for New and Expanded Systems

5310

Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities
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Glossary of Terms (Updated 4/7/17)
5311

Formula Grants for Rural Areas

5337

State of Good Repair Grants – Includes High Intensity Fixed Guideway Formula for Replacement, Rehabilitation and
Maintenance of existing Systems

5339

Bus and Bus Facilities Formula Grants
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